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Books in this series introduce readers to the five senses through simple text and vivid photographs.

Each book focuses on one sense and the associated sensory organs. In â€œSeeing,â€• readers

learn how they use their eyes to see, how to keep their eyes safe, how some people wear glasses

to see better, and how some people do not see at all.
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I teach preschool (3-5) years. My kids found this series very interesting and liked the pictures. Real

photographs with real people and objects are great for children's books, opposed to illustrations or

animals representing people.

I have had ready many books on senses to the children in the past but this book is different.Seeing,

starts off with an introduction to the senses and then talks about how important they are. The book

then goes on introducing some important questions with amazing answers to help kids discover

seeing.What makes this book different then the other books I have read, is that this book also gives

the children a little anatomy of the eye lesson. This is great as the children can have a deeper



understanding on what seeing really means. Most children can experience it but now they can

understand it.Because of the way this book is written, I would not only read it to a group of kids, but I

would also have this available as a beginner reader.Overall a great book to read to kids. It will lead

to discussion and exploration in both a preschool classroom and first grade setting.

I'm teaching my pre k class of the five senses an it was a great book to read
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